Parisian Library. The couple live between Vienna and Rome with their children. For many years, the notorious political and publishing intrigues surrounding the publication of Imprimatur kept Monaldi & Sorti's books out of Italy. Assassin's Run Ward Larsen 2018-08-21 USA Today bestselling author Ward Larsen's Assassin's Run revives globe-trotting, hard-hitting assassin David Slaton for another breathless espionage adventure. When a Russian oligarch is killed by a single bullet on his yacht off the Isle of Capri, Russian intelligence sources speculate that a legendary Israeli assassin, long thought dead, might be responsible. However, David Slaton—the assassin in question—is innocent. Realizing the only way to clear his name is to find out who's truly responsible, he travels to Capri. While he searches, a web of disparate events unfolds across the Middle East. Three ships, owned by the group of Russians, deliver a mysterious cargo to the shores of the Arabian Peninsula. In Morocco, a Russian aerospace company begins flight testing an innovative new drone. From Switzerland to the Red Sea to Morocco, Slaton gradually uncovers a conspiracy of monumental scope. It is a plot that will change the world strategic order—and one that goes straight to the top of the Russian government. David Slaton Novels #1 Assassin's Game #2 Assassin's Silence #3 Assassin's Code #4 Assassin's Run At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Blood of the Caesars Stephen Dando-Collins 2008-02-26 Describes how the assassination of Germanicus Caesar, one of ancient Rome's greatest heroes, the grandson of Mark Antony, brother of Claudius, father of Caligula, and grandfather of Nero, set the stage for a brutal series of events that eventually led to the fall of Rome, in a study that investigates this ancient murder mystery. Fiction Index 1953

Italy with Kids Barbara Pape 2003-04-01 If you're going to Italy for a great family vacation, this is the book that will show you the way! We offer you the most family-friendly hotels, the best restaurants to take the kids, where to find the tastiest gelato, the most fun sights and activities -- and we tell you how to prepare, what books to read and websites to visit, and we even give you key Italian phrases you'll need for traveling with the kids! Book jacket.

Murder on the Ile Sordou M. L. Longworth 2014-09-30 In this decadent installment, Verlaque and Bonnet find themselves hunting a murderer on a remote island in the glittering Mediterranean Sea Provençal Mystery Series #4 On-again couple Antoine Verlaque and Marine Bonnet are hoping for a relaxing holiday at the Locanda Sordou, but someone has other plans. Hoteliers Maxime and Catherine Le Bon have spent their life savings restoring the hotel, which lies in an archipelago of sun-soaked islands off the coast of Marseille. To celebrate the grand opening, a group of privileged guests joins Verlaque and Bonnet: Marine's free-spirited best friend; an aging film star, his much-younger wife, and her disgruntled son; a pair of affable American tourists; and a querulous Parisian couple. But the murder of one of the guests casts a shadow over everyone's vacation, and things go from bad to worse when a violent storm cuts off all communication with the mainland. Will the killer strike again? Like Donna Leon and Andrea Camilleri, M. L. Longworth enchants mystery lovers with a taste for good food and gorgeous landscapes in this installment of her acclaimed mystery series. "A charming read with a well-crafted mystery and characters as rich and full-bodied as a Bordeaux." —Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
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The Last Testament of Lucky Luciano Martin Gosch 2013-06-07 In this true crime classic, out of print since 1981, Lucky Luciano remains a mythical underworld figure.
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